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1 Mapping the Field
Literary Approaches to Women’s, Gender, and 
Sexuality Studies in Turkey and the Near East
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Maha AbdelMegeed
American University of Beirut

 Mapping as Historicizing: 
Gender Debates in the Late Ottoman Empire
Thank you so much for your kind introduction. A very good morn-
ing to people in the US since it is still very early there, for the rest of 
us, it’s more like good afternoon.

I want to use my five minutes as an opportunity to think aloud, with 
everyone here, about the possible ways in which comparative – and 
collaborative – approaches to gender can contribute to how we his-
toricize – and specifically how we grapple with moments of volatil-
ity and rapid – and uncertain – change. As such, I will start with a 
brief sketch of a recent collaborative project that I had the pleasure of 
working on with my colleague Ebru Akcasu who is also present here 
today and will discuss our project from a slightly different angle later 
today.

Ebru and I were intrigued by a short book entitled Muslim Wom-
an, written by a prolific author named Muhammed Farid Wajdi 
(1878 – 1954), and published in Cairo in 1901. The book is framed as 
a contribution to the soaring debates on the veil. These debates have 
been widely analyzed and scrutinized by scholars. In the Egyptian 
context, they have been looked at in connection with the intersec-
tion between capitalism-modernity-colonialism / imperialism-and 
nationalism. The various positions regarding the veil, and gender 
more broadly, are usually mapped using the different possibilities 
emerging from the specific intersection of these four highly inter-
linked phenomena (capitalism-modernity-colonialism / imperial-
ism-nationalism).

The book, Muslim Woman, was translated into Ottoman Turkish by 
Mehmet Akif (1873 – 1936) in the wake of the 1908 constitutional 
revolution. There are several fascinating aspects about the book, the 
translation, the contexts of its composition and translation, and even 
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about the authors who were both equally captivating intellectual fig-
ures – though Wajdi is far less studied than Akif is.

Yet, I want to focus on one specific aspect: the commensurability of 
the maps, underpinning how we read Wajdi’s Muslim Woman, and 
Akif ’s Muslim Woman respectively. As I have mentioned earlier, the 
intersection between capitalism – modernity – colonialism and na-
tionalism weaves the interpretive web through which these texts are 
positioned and read as part of broader social, ideological, and cultur-
al transformations.

While Ebru and I have looked at the texts quite closely, we were 
equally interested in the history of the reception of the texts, and of 
the authors as well, within our respective regions. One of the things 
we were always exchanging notes about is how the story of capitalist 
modernity, and the position of the veil and gender in it, is told by 
our respective regions. What do we gain from putting these maps, 
constructed from two different particular positions together – espe-
cially when these two maps are ultimately referring to a process of 
structural change on a world level? We were interested in whether 
this process of comparison allows us to avoid certain loopholes that 
might be produced through the exclusive focus on the nation-state as 
a unit of analysis. We were equally curious to explore what we gain 
from the recognition that the Ottoman Empire still offered the polit-
ical framework in that period and as such needs to be thought of as 
a single unit of analysis. At the same time, we were concerned about 
the risk of reproducing the exact same loopholes, but now with a big-
ger map. In other words, does this exercise only alter the scale or is it 
also capable of contributing to our vision?

There are no simple answers to these questions really. Yet, there were 
enough similarities in our respective regional maps to point to the 
vital role played by theory and method in how these maps are drawn. 
To give one quick example, Wajdi’s and Akif ’s staunch pro-veil 
stances, are linked to their anxiety over imperialism and »western-
ization«. Their appeal to »Easterners« and »Eastern« identity is sim-
ilarly read in a comparable way. In the Egyptian context, the debate 
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on the »veil« is often – though not exclusively – interpreted against 
the backdrop of the anxieties of modernity and colonization. While 
these explanations are not necessarily wrong, they seem too focused 
on interpreting intellectual and cultural history as a »reaction,« and 
do not always help us understand the contradictions in the positions 
of these figures. Consequently, we cannot necessarily nuance these 
explanations by just expanding our map – it is more crucially about 
how and why we do it, or the stakes and the approach. Scale, on its 
own, will not necessarily offer us a fuller explanation though it might 
provoke us to try.

I will conclude by noting that, in this specific case, reading Muslim 
Woman, in Arabic and Ottoman Turkish, with Ebru, has been an 
initiation into reading both broader structural transformations and 
their positioned particular articulations. As such, we have come to 
read Muslim Woman as part of a broader wave of attempts to rethink 
and rearticulate patriarchy in the wake of the increasing discur-
sive hegemony of waged labor. Women and the veil were the terms 
through which this hegemony was both sealed – and contested on 
new grounds.




